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Books and Resources:


	Class: 
	Books and Resources: 
	Name.0: 
	Top.0: Monday
	Top.1: Tuesday
	Top.2: Wednesday
	Top.3: Thursday
	Top.4: Friday
	Side.0: 
	Side.1: 
	Plans.0.0: - Edit paragraphs using CC
- Turn in and notify Mom
	Plans.0.1: - Complete final draft using Mom's edits and turn in to DB
	Plans.0.2: - Create KWO of one (larger) paragraph from History chapter you're currently reading
- Write paragraph from KWO
	Plans.0.3: 
	Plans.0.4: - Edit paragraph, turn in, and notify Mom
	Plans.1.2: - Edit paragraph using CC
- Turn in and notify Mom
	Plans.2.2: - Complete final draft using Mom's notes and turn in to DB
	Plans.3.2: - Edit paragraphs using CC
- Turn in and notify Mom
	Plans.4.2: - Edit paragraph using CC
- Turn in and notify Mom
	Plans.5.2: - Complete final draft using Mom's notes and turn in to DB
*Lesson 11* DVD viewing only
	Plans.1.4: - Complete final draft of paragraph using Mom's notes and turn in to DB

	Plans.2.4: *Lesson 9* 

	Plans.3.4: Off
	Plans.4.4: - Complete final draft using Mom's notes and turn in via DB
	Plans.5.4: *Lesson 12*
- Re-write all three paragraphs from Lesson 1 using new checklist

	Plans.1.0: - Complete final draft of paragraph using Mom's notes and turn in to DB
	Plans.1.1: *Lesson 8*
- Write paragraph from lecture outline
	Plans.1.3: 
	Plans.2.0: - Watch this video, take notes, then write 1 paragraph: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OxJxEEfquvs
	Plans.2.1: - Edit paragraph using CC
- Turn in and notify Mom
	Plans.2.3: 
	Plans.3.0: - Watch this video, take notes. Enough for 3 paragraphs (7-9 details/para): http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pAgR9u4HCBc
	Plans.3.1: - Write three paragraphs
	Plans.3.3: Off
	Plans.4.0: - Complete final draft using Mom's notes and turn in to DB
	Plans.4.1: *Lesson 10*
- Use outline made within DVD lesson to write paragraph
	Plans.4.3: 
	Plans.5.0: - Create 2 KWO on 1 or 2 other topics (use articles in handout)
- Write 2 paragraphs from KWOs
	Plans.5.1: - Edit paragraphs using CC
- Turn in and notify Mom
	Side.2: 
	Side.3: 
	Side.4: 
	Side.5: 
	Plans.6.2: - Complete body and introduction of essay
	Plans.5.3: 
	Plans.6.0: - Edit all 3 paragraphs from Lesson 1 using one column in CC per paragraph. 
- Turn in and notify Mom
	Side.6: 
	Side.7: 
	Side.8: 
	Plans.7.0: - Complete final draft and turn in to DB
	Plans.8.0: - Edit essay using CC
	Plans.6.1: - Complete final draft using Mom's notes and turn in to DB
*Lesson 13*
- Begin writing "Spoons" essay
	Plans.6.3: 
	Plans.6.4: - Edit "Spoons" essay using CC
- Turn in and notify Mom
	Plans.7.1: *Lesson 14*
- Choose an essay topic you'd like to write about
- Create an outline for chosen essay
	Plans.7.2: - Write the body of your chosen essay
	Plans.7.3: 
	Plans.7.4: - Check body for topic/clinchers for each paragraph
- Write introduction and conclusion for your essay
	Plans.8.1: - Double check editing
- Turn in and notify Mom 
	Plans.8.2: - Turn in completed essay to DB
	Plans.8.3: 
	Plans.8.4: - Happy Dance!


